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May I start by asking forgiveness for my inadequate, somewhat Transatlantic, 

Spanish - and still more for my complete ignorance of the historic Basque tongue.

I am not going to speak about the situation in Spain^about which I am very 

ignorant.’ any similarity between the picture I am painting of underdevelopment and 

that of Spain is purely coincidental. I am going to talk, not about any particular 
country, but about the emergence of large-scale unemployment in many parts of the 

world, especially in Africa, Asia and Latin America. This is now causing a 

reassessment of our ideas and practices in all fields of development and it is 

certain that not only the political repercussions will shake the advanced industrial 
countries - so will the theoretical repercussions.

In the 1950's most people in the field of development treated economic growth 

as synonymous with development although some political scientists added the 

dimension of "modernisation". In aife&e&r event, the underlying idea was 

follow the path which had been travelled in the nineteenth century by today's

industrial countries. It was assumed,explicitly or tacitly, that as in thei* 

casjeT̂ unemployment in Third World countries would be kept to moderate levels as they

grew and the distribution of income would become less unequal - not merely between 

rich and poor, hut between the more prosperous regions of a country and the 

remainder.

In fact, during the 1960's the rate of economic growth was fairly fast in the 

Third World, averaging some jfo -  with big variations from country to country.
But from the information available it seems that unemployment has become greater. 

Today "open unemployment", in the sense of people seeking jobs, is about ten to 

twenty per cent of the labour force in cities where figures of reasonable quality 

are collected. This is some two to four times as high as in North Western Europe. 

Moreover, there are many kinds of underemployment. People remain on small holdings

or in family businesses just to have somewhere to work, without making any contribu

tion to output. I will not speak of the lottery sellers, shoe shine boys, etc. -

it is now almost impossible to walk through a city iike
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Bogota without falling over them. Nor will I speak of the unemployed who cannot

be counted because they have gone abroad, to take cm menial work for foreigners

because their M̂ jn country has no work for them. d-Y /tff < ^
(fa * *  Q rtA~ ~ (f f a ' ( fa n  ^ < 7  6 -t/fa  oC ~ .
Moreover, unemployment is particularly severe among the young. The rate of 

unemployment is often twice as high among those aged less than 25 as in the 

population as a whole. Where there has been a big educational expansion, umemployme: 

is particularly severe among school leavers. Thus in Ceylon, no less than two 

out of every three young people under twenty-five who have a leaving certificate 
from secondary school are without jobs. One need not look much further to 

explain last year's tragic insurrection in that country.

Unemployment is today for many countries, perhaps most of the world, more 

severe than in the great depression of the 1930's. It is certainly a more serious 
problem. Unemployment in the 1930's was the consequence of a trade cycle, and 

the public knew that it would be eased when industrial output recovered in the 

leading countries and world trade rose to the levels of the 1920's. But today's 

unemployment has emerged after two decades of almost continuous boom in the 

industrial countries and steadily growing volumes of trade. It is chronic 

unemployment, not cyclical.

Both as cause and effect of this mass of unemployment, the distribution of 

income is highly^onclmTrated.~j^In Latin America, the richest 5/° receive from

30/£ to 40°/c of total income after taxi, and the big cities have drawn futher sway 
from the country areas, not merely in income levels bu^/in the availability- of 

educational and medical services ^  c ^ d  y
I can only sketch very briefly the reasons for this interlocked complex of

inequality and unemployment. One is^the fast growth.of population and labour force.
rd^LcC^t\ ifa  (jic&L'-fafavC Cr*C_sd) 'ifcdeZ f j f ,
If we ask why this cannot be absorbed by the industriaVexpansion which is also fast,

the answer is that technologies are being imported into countries of the Third 

World which provide insufficient employment - in fact they are often merely copies

< / / ‘ 0k g <>/
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of the technologies Revised for countries with far higher wage levels. More overt-, 

consumption standards of the upper income groups are also based on those of richer 

countries; they buy imported motorcars, consumer durables, foreign travel, etc. 

all a heavy outlay of foreign exchange, but not much employment ofYlabour.

It is true that many consumer goods are now manufactured domestically in the 

Third World, but with the help of imports of intermediate products and capital 

equipment, not to speak of the foreign exchange cost of license fees and profits 
of foreign firms.

\ We how have some clues on why the growth paths of the industrial countries

cannot be repeated in the twentieth century. When Britain and Prance were

industrialising, there were no richer countries setting inappropriate standards,

The technology';and consumption patterns which emerged were at least not wildly 
inappropriate to their national needs at that time.

In the Third World today, the patterns of growth have brought the benefits of 

the twentieth century to a very small minority. A modem sector jbas emerged linked 

more closely with overseas countries than with its own hinterland. The result is 

a terrible hybrid - a modem imported way of life grafted onto a feudal or primitive 

society.

Parenthetically, how did Japan escape this trap? In the nineteenth century 

i-t *ao appagontd.-̂ ^^^ore^capable of resisting the process I have described than 

many others in Asia or indeed elsewhere. 'This is a subject which requires much more 

research but one reason at least is that Japan had sufficient unity in race and 

language to be able to stave off colonial occupation and absorb what it wanted from
ir*f

the West̂ Mfcd when it wanted this - not wha^the West o h o a o ^ ^ T v o -v r ^ c  ̂ • 

This new concern with the social problems of development and with their 

international context is having a profound effect on the whole field of development 

studies. It is now Clearer than ever t: t it is dangerous to consider the 
economic aspects of development In '.sol. i' n from social and political aspects.
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The real question for example, is not how much the nation's income has increased 
7but whose income - the income of which section of the community, and in what part 

7of the country. A process which has led to the emergence of a modern sector with 

standards which cannot be afforded by the rest of the country is hardly development 

in any true sense.

When we ask about solutions to these problems we are brought back to questions 

of political power. It is not difficult to work out on paper ways in which many 

countries cou^d reach a high level of productive employment. (i have been in

teams which have done this for Ceylon, ColtPmbia and Kenya). But the measures needed

include drastic land reforms, taxes which genuinely reduce expenditure on luxuries 

and an educational system turning out dynamic young people ready to build nations^ 

(.Instead of those already aged by sitting Examinations;. Yet these reforms are 

extremely difficult to achieve - they are resisted by everyone who has something
0~Y yS

to lose and normally they are precisely the people who hold influê co political
*

power.
While many political leaders see inequalities olH the current scale as not

h S -
merely morally objectionable/- in the long run- incompatible with political stability,

they also have to take account of the strength of elior-t resistance to solutions,
tt/rrrrvooften backed by foreign support. Others use coercion to inhibit ehawate - always 

a sign that a country has lost the power to adapt to its changing needs.

My own belief is that the growing concern with unemployment and inequalities 

is going to change the social science syllabus though perhaps not very rapidly; 

university bureaucracies are often among the most tenacious in resisting change, 

and this applies in countries of all political shades - Left, ilight and Centre.

In the Third World^the syllabus will frhmi m<roe cause it is clearly irrelevant - it 
cannot explain the social changes which are taking place. I think that in the 

end the social sciences in the industrial countries are going to be changed as well, 

for we also have similar problems thou h they take somewhat different forms.
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Certainly in Britain we have to face problems of digesting technological change, 

of absorbing people educated to seek for jobs that are not available, and of 

getting the co-operation of wage-eamers who are understandably resentful at the 

inequalities, especially of status, that still remain. If we fail to solve these 

problems, Britain may well slide downhill, economically and politically, as 

countries do when they cannot face the formidable challenges of the twentieth 

century. At any rate we can still discuss the dangers.

In the world as a whole, the problems caused by these social strains are 

going to make the 1970's a period of even bigger political changes than the 1960's - 

and these changes are not by any means always going to be congenial to Western 

Europe. One can only too easily see how a chessboard pattern could emerge with 

some regimes acceptable to, and others rejected by, the industrial powers. ‘This

would bot be a good b; _   peace
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